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PE 145.005/fin. 
By letter of 24 September 1990 the Council consulted the European Parliament, 
pursuant to Article 43 of the EEC Treaty on the Commission proposal for a 
council regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No. 4028/86 on Community measures 
to improve and adapt structures in the fisheries and aquaculture sector. 
At the sitting of 8 October 1990 the President of Parliament announced that he 
had referred this proposal to the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and 
Rural Development as the committee responsible and to the Committee on Budgets 
for its opinion. At its meeting of 27 September 1990 the Committee on 
Agriculture had appointed Mr Arias Caftete rapporteur. 
At the sitting of 9 July 1990 the President of the European Parliament 
referred the motion for a resolution by Mr Bandr6s Molet on fishing activities 
(83-0885/90) to the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Rural Development 
as the committee responsible and the Committee on Budgets for ita opinion, 
pursuant to Rule 63 of the Rules of Procedure. At ita meeting of 18 september 
1990 the committee decided to include the motion for a resolution in this 
report. 
By letter of 22 October 1990 the Council requested application of the urgent 
procedure pursuant to Rule 75 of the Rules of Procedure. This request was 
approved by Parliament at the sitting of 20 November 1990. 
At its meetings of 29 October 
7\griculture, Fisheries and Rural 
proposal and the draft report. 
and 20 Novell\ber 1990 the committee on 
Development considered the commission 
At the latter meeting it adopted the draft legislative resolution unopposed 
with three abstentions. 
The following took part in the vote a Killilea, vice-chairman and acting 
chairman; Borgo, vice-chairman; Arias caftete, rapporteur (for Ortiz Climent); 
Adam (for Stevenson), ·Bock let, Carvalho cardoso, Ewing (for Santos L6pez) , 
Funk, Gerlach, Keppelhoff-Wiechert, Lataillade (for Lane), McCubbin, Maher 
(for Garcia), Marek, Miranda da Silva (for Piquet), Morris, Navarro, Partsch 
(for Graefe zu Baringdorf), Sierra Bardaji, Sonneveld and Vlzquez Fouz. 
The opinion of the Committee on Budgets is attached to this report. 
The deadline for tabling amendments to this report is 5 p.m. on Wednesday, 
21 November 1990. 
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A 
Commission proposal for a council regulation 
amending Regulation (EEC) No. 4028/86 on Community measures 
to improve and adapt structures in the fisheries and aquaculture sector 
commission text• Amendments 
(Amendment No. 1) 
Fifth recital 
Whereas structural policy must seek 
primarily to ensure balanced 
exploitation of the resources native 
to Community waters; whereas the 
Community must acknowledge a 
situation which gives rise to 
increasing concern in respect of 
certain stocks; whereas, moreover, 
the Community, on account of its 
shortage of fishery products, must 
seek to expand its sources of 
supply; 
Whereas structural policy must seek 
primarily to ensure a modern, 
competitive, efficient and safe 
flett 1n tandem with an adequate 
poligy for the manaaernent of 
reaoyrc;ee, international fiaherv 
relations, transparency and the 
supply of the community market; 
(Amendment No. 2) 
Fifth recital a (new) 
Whwrtat it it tllential that zonal 
pl1n1 bl drawn yp in c;ontultation 
with the local tithing induttry And 
thlt thay be managed at the local 
ltytl1 wbtreas zonal plana myst also 
gontribyte to required reductions in 
fishing effort. 
(Amendment No. 3) 
Eleventh recital 
Whereas promotion campaigns should 
be organized with a view to 
increasing the level of consumption 
of certain species, including 
certain rapidly developing 
&griculture products capable of 
improving tha supply of fishery 
products; 
Whereas promotion campaigns should 
be organized with a view to 
increasing the level of consumption 
of ffesh and industrially processed 
prodycta of otrtain fith species, 
including- tbott deriyed from 
IQy&culturt, which poae Probltm• 
bfQIUII Of IU£p~p!fl or UQdfrfithiDQ 
or 1r• tub1tct to mark•t 
fluctyationt. 
* For full text see OJ No. C 243, 28.9.1990, p.6 
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Commission text Amendments 
(Amendment No. 4) 
Thirteenth recital 
Whereas maximum transparency is 
required in order to monitor the 
activities of the undertakings 
concerned; 
Whereas maximum transparency is 
required in order to monitor the 
activities of the undertakings 
concerned, especially as regards the 
APtual tranafer of yesselt to ioint 
undertakings or tbl permanent 
withdrawal of vesaels and the 
REQYition of accuratt infQ;mation 
QQnctrning engine power and tonnaat 
in the 00nstruption of new V!!&fls. 
DOC_EN\RR\99639 
(Amendment No. S) 
Fifteenth recital a (new) 
Wbereas tbe reforms provided for in 
tbis Regulation mu•t be incgrporat@d 
~nto the reform• of the structural 
funds, particu,).arly as regyds the 
financial arptett: 
(Amendment No. 6) 
Fifteenth recital b (new) 
Whereas tht luccett of the 
ttryqtytAl fitheriea policy it alag 
bighly dfpendent on this policy 
b!ing inplyded in the fyture reform 
of the structural fyn4a for 1993: 
(Amendment No. 7 ) 
Fifteenth recital c (new) 
- 5 -
Whereas no structural fisheries 
policy meapure can be successful 
unleat consideration is given at the 
•am• time to it1 sociAl and economic 
tffecta, particularly 11 rtgardt 
tmQlgymant an~ the impact on the 
ltti-faycuartd rtqiont of tbt 
Qgmmuni;y• 
PB 145.005/fin. 
Commission text Amendments 
(Amendment No. 8) 
Fifteenth recital d (new) 
Wbtrl'• tb! commission should mount 
fD inforgation campaign to ensure 
tbat deJ;aile of the Community 
Unancial aid. proyidesi for in this 
Blqulation art w4dtly circylatld to 
(itbtrmtn tbrgyqbout the Cgmmunityz 
(Amendmtnt No. 9) 
ARTICLE 1 SOLE PARAGRAPH POINT 1 
Article 1(1) point (f) (Regulation (EBC) No. 4028/8~ 
(f) the search for new outlets for 
products derived from surplus or 
underfished species, and for 
aquaculture products which, by 
virtue of their rapid growth, 
pose problema of disposal on the 
Community market; 
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(f) the search for new outlets for 
products intended for 
consumptkOD in both freah and 
procaued form. derived from 
surplus or underfiahed species, 
and for producta derive<l from 
aqytqUlsyre wbicb P219 problems 
of OitR~~Al on the ~ity 
.,.,., . 
PE 145.005/fin. 
Commission text 
(Amendment No. 10) 
ARTICLE 1 SOLE PARAGRAPH POINT 2 
.Amandm!nt• 
Article l(l) point (g) (Regulation (BIC) No. 4028/86) 
2 • The following point (a) ie ad.cStd 
to Article 1(1): 
..:..ta.l the development of small-scale 
fisheries, meaning fishing 
activities carried out by 
vessels with a length of less 
than nine metres between 
perpendiculars, or 12 metres in 
the case of vessels capable of 
trawling and that have at least 
the following characteritticta 
an operating range limitld $0 $be 
first six milet fro; the 
baselines, 
a trip time of less than 24 hours, 
a crew of no more than five, 
inclusion in the Community 
register of fishing vesselt.' 
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a. Qtletfd 
PE 145.005/fin. 
Commission text 
(Amendment No. ll) 
ARTICLE l SOLE PARAGRAPH POINT 3 
Amendments 
Article 1(2) and 1(3) (Regulation (EEC) No. 4028/86) 
3. In Article l, paragraphs 2 and 3 
are replaced by the following: 
'2. The measures specified in 
paragraph 1<al, (b), (d) and <a> 
must form part of the myltiannual 
guidance programmes referred to in 
Title I. 
In addition, the meaayrea 
specified in paragraph 1<gl must 
form part of the zonal plans 
referred to in Title I. 
3. The measures specified in 
paragraph 1(e) must form part of a 
community support framework un4er 
the common measure introdyced by 
Regulation (EEC) No. 4042/89'. 
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3. Ptl•Ud 
PE 145.005/fin. 
Commission text Am!ndl!!ente 
(Amendment No. 12) 
ARTICLE 1 SOLE PARAGRAPH POINT 6 
Article 2(5) (Regulation (BEe) No. 4028/86) 
6. The following paragraphs 5 and 6 
are added to Article 2: 
'5. For the purpoeae of thit 
Regulation, the term "zonal 
plan", hereinafter referred to ae 
a "plan", ehall mean a plan 
covering emall-ecale fieheriee, 
an activity carried out by 
veseela with a length of lee• 
than nina metres between 
perpendiculars, or 12 metre• in 
the case of vessels capable of 
trawling, comprising a aet of 
objectives, together with a 
statement of the means necessary 
for obtaining them, as a guide 
for restructuring in an overall 
long-term context the small-
scale fisheries sector in one or 
more coastal zonee of the Member 
states. 
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6. The following paragraphs 5 and 6 
are added to Article 2: 
s. For the purpoeee of this 
Regulation, the term "zonal 
plan", hereinafter referred to as 
a "plan", !hall mean a plan 
covering Bm&ll-ecale fieheriee, 
an activity carried out by 
veeaels which h&ve at l11at tbt 
folloyinq obaracterietiCSl 
- a length of less than nine metres 
between perpendiculars, or 12 
metre• in the case of vessels 
capable of trawling, 
inclu.aign in the Community 
reqiaper of fiehipg vea!tls, 
activity lastina at lgst 129 
dlya of fiahinq per year, 
and compriaing a aet of 
objective•, together with a 
atatement of the mat•U£1• and 
means neceaaary for obtaining 
thell, aa a guide for 
reatructuring in an overall long-
tarm context the amall-scale 
fiaheriea 88ctor in one or more 
coaatal a:onea of the M8llber 
State. 
PI: 145.005/fin. 
commission text Mtpdmerttl 
(Amendment No. 13) 
ARTICLE 1 SOLE PARAGRAPH POINT 6 
Article 2(6) (Regulation (BBC) No. 4028/86) 
6. The plans must cover the whole of 
the small-scale fisheries sector 
in the Member State concerned and 
include a review of the measures 
taken over the previoua three to 
five years and a deacription of 
the current situation of small-
scale fiaheriea, 
describe accurately the needa of 
the sector and the meana by which 
these are to be achievecl, and 
justify the Community assistance 
to be provided, 
describe also the policiea to be 
applied by the Mealber State 
during the implementation of the 
plan and specify precisely the 
targets to be achieved and the 
financing schedule, 
cover the period from 1 J'anuary 
1991 to 31 December 1992.' 
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6, The plana IIIUf1( a 
: cover the wb9le of tbe smtll-
ega1e fiehtriea sector in the 
Memblr State 00ngerft!d. 
be compatible with the 
multitnnual guidance programma of 
the Kamblr State concerned, 
qover tht ptdod from 1 Januarv 
1991 to 31 Deptmblr 1991, 
aatitfv at least the requirements 
set out in AOnex la. 
Six months b@fore the plan is due to 
en4, tQ! M9mbtr States abtll suemit 
new ZQnal Plan• covering tbl period 
from 1 Jlnu&U 1992 to 31 Ptcl!!!ber 
1996, 
1 
Coordinate4 with the 
myltiaqnyal guidance plant. which 
they thlall Alto tu1'pit, ' 
PE 145.005/fin. 
Commission text Amendments 
(Amendment No. 14) 
ARTICLE 1 SOLE PARAGRAPH POINT Sa (new) 
Article Sa (new) (Regulation (BEC) No. 4028/86) 
Tb• failyre of any Member State to 
fylfil tht commitment• and 
2Ritctiytt undertaktn in itt 
multiannual qyid4nce or zonal plant 
sball not af(eqt other M!mber Statts 
which b•ve fulfilled their 
29mlitmpnte: they sball receive the 
aid proyided for by this Regulation. 
the commistion shall notify the 
Mtmb!r States of the situatism 
rAQf&:ding the imPlementation of tp 
v&ri2YI mul£iapnual guidance or 
&Qllll plaM twiC21 a yur, 
(Amendment No. 15) 
ARTICLE 1 SOLI PARAGRAPH POINT 14 
Article 14(1)(4) (new) (~gulation (BBC) No. 4028/86) 
< d > watera 9f third countdet with 
which the community hat 
nt9AAittN tiaheriet agreemeote 
providing for tbe qonduct of 
explw09rv fiehiM yoytqtt. 
(Amendment No. 16) 
ARTICLE 1 SOLI PARAGRAPH POI!I'l' 15 
Article 14(2)(b) (Regulation (BEC) No. 4028/86) 
'and a maximum duration of 220 4AYII' Deleted 
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commission text Amendments 
(Amendment No. 17) 
ARTICLE 1 SOLE PARAGRAPH POINT 16 
Article 14(2)(e) (Regulation (EEC) No. 4028/86) 
(e) have an objective compatible 
with the guidelines determined 
periodically by the Commiasion, 
of which Member States will be 
informed within the committee 
referred to in Article 16(3), 
with particular regard to 
fishing zones, fish species, 
fishing gear and fishing 
methods. 
(e) have an objective compatible 
with the guidelines determined 
~~ by the Commission, 
,bav!,ng . rega;:d to the situation 
.QL_ Js.n2wg. :iJ!pery resoyrces AM 
~Jte§.j;?;J.e :trend! in the 
mll.L.~~~-___gj,. Ill he ry and 
~1.lc;;s, of which 
Member Stat"I'J will be informed 
R!fgrg the beginning of tach 
yea~ within the Committee 
x·eferred to in Article 16 ( 3) , 
with particular regard to 
fishing zones, fish species, 
fishing gear and fishing 
methodr::. 
(Amendment No. 18) 
ARTICLE 1 SOLE PARAGRAPH POINT 17 
Article 15(1) (Regulation (EEC) No. 4028/86) 
1. The aid referred to in Article 14 
shall consist in the granting of 
incentive premiums. The premium 
for each project shall be equal 
to 40\ of the eligible cost of 
the voyage. Payment is 
conditional on payment by the 
Member State concerned of a 
premium of between 10 and 20\ of 
these costs. 
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1. The aid referred to in Article 
14 shaLl consist in the granting 
of incentive premiums. The 
premium for each project shall 
be equ&l to 40\ of the eligible 
cost of the voyage. Payment is 
conditional on payment by the 
Member ~tate concerned of a 
premium of between 10 and 20\ of 
these costs. Exceptionally, 
~nc!ntive premiums may cover up 
to +OO% of the eligible cost for 
~oyag~s aimed at the 
~ploi't;ation of unknown or 
insyff .j,oiently known fishery 
repources apd which therefore 
involye a high risk. 
PE 145.005/fin. 
Commission text Alpendunta 
(Amendment No. 19) 
ARTICLE 1 SOLI PARAGRAPH POINT 18 
Article 17b(2) (Regulation (IEC) No. 4028/86) 
2. To qualify for financial aid, the 
projects referred to in paragraph 
1 must also: 
(a) relate to fishing operations 
lasting a minimum of 60 days per 
year and per vessel and 
comprising one or more voyagea 
and up to a maximum of 220 dayt; 
(b) relate to fishing vesaels 
measuring not less than 12 
metres in length between 
perpendiculars, which are 
technically suited to the 
fishing operations planned, 
belong to natural or legal 
persons in the Community, WI, 
been in operation for mo;1 than 
five years r fly the flag of a 
Member State and are registered 
in a community port; 
(c) have an objective compatible 
with the general aima laid down 
from time to time by the 
commission, of which the Member 
States shall be informed withift 
the framework of 
and relating, in 
fishing zones , 
fishing gear 
methods; 
DOC_EN\RR\99639 
the committee, 
particular, to 
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and fishing 
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2. To qualify for financial aid, 
the projects referred to in 
paragraph 1 must also: 
(a) relate to fithing operation• 
lasting a minimum of 60 days per 
year and per vaaaal and 
oompriaing one or more voyagea; 
(b) relata to fiahing vetaels 
meaturing not lets than 12 
metres in length between 
perpendiculars, which are 
technically suited to the 
fishing operation• planned, 
belong to natural or legal 
persons in the Community, fly 
the flag of a Member State and 
are raqiatered in a Community 
port; 
Thl right to financial aid •ball not 
be forfeited where r!deployment 
oarationt are carried out in the 
wat•;• of third countries whose lawt 
require temporary or provisional 
;,Qittration in that qountry for 
fiehinq activities to be pe;mitttd. 
(c) have an objective corapatible 
with the general aime laid down 
annually by tht Commieeion, 
with • yiew to the c1evelOJXDint 
of fith ttockt and the 
tituttion of community atogkt 
of ti. ahery and aquaculture 
p;oduct•, of which the MMber 
state• shall be informed l?efore 
the b8ginning of uqh year 
within the framework of the 
Committee, and relating, in 
particular, to fishing zones, 
fith speoiet, fishing gear and 
fillhing methodt; 
PE 145.005/fin. 
Commission text 
DOC_EN\RR\99639 
(Amendment No. 20) 
ARTICLE 1 SOLE PARAGRAPH POINT 18 
Article 17c (1) (Regulation (EEC) No. 4028/86) 
Does not affect the English version. 
(Amendment No. 21) 
ARTICLE 1 SOLE PARAGRAPH POINT 18 
Article 17d (2) (Regulation (BBC) No. 4028/86) 
Does not affect the English version. 
- 14 - PE 145.005/fin. 
(Amendment No. 22) 
ARTICLE 1 SOLE PARAGRAPH POINT 20 
Article 19(2)(a) (Regulation (BBC) No. 4028/86) 
2. To qualify for community aid, the 
projects referred to in paragraph 
1 must: 
(a) relate to fishing vessels 
measuring mora than 12 met~•• in 
length between perpendiculars, 
which are technically suited to 
the fishing operations planned, 
have been in operation for more 
than five year•, belong to 
natural or legal persons in the 
Community, fly the flag of a 
Member state and are registered 
at a port located in the 
Community; 
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2. To qualify for community aid, 
the projects referred to in 
paragraph 1 must: 
(a) relate to fishing vessels 
meaeuring more than 12 metres in 
length between perpendiculars, 
which are technically suited to 
the fishing opera tiona planned, 
belong to natural or legal 
persons in the Community, fly 
the flag of a Member State and 
are registered at a port located 
in the Community; 
The right to financial aid shall 
not be forfeited where the laws 
of a third country requi;e 
temporary or provisional 
reqiatration in that country 
b@fore 1oint venture• may be !tt 
YR• 
PE 145.005/fin. 
Commission text Amendments 
(Amendment No. 23) 
ARTICLE 1 SOLE PARAGRAPH POINT 22 
Article 2lb(2) and (3) (Regulation (EEC) No. 4028/86) 
2. To qualify for financial aid, the 
joint enterprise projects must 
relate to vessels of length 
measuring more than 12 metres 
between perpendiculars, which are 
technically suited to the fishing 
operations planned, have been in 
operation for more than five 
years, fly the flag of a Member 
state, are registered in a 
Community port and are to be 
transferred definitively to the 
third country concerned under the 
joint enterprise. 
3. community financial aid granted 
for a joint enterprise project 
may not be drawn cumulatively 
with Community aid of the same 
type granted under the common 
fisheries policy. 
DOC_EN\RR\ 99639 
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2. To qualify for financial aid, 
the joint enterprise projectF 
must relate to vessels of length 
measuring more than 12 metres 
between perpendiculars, which 
are technically suited to the 
fishing operations planned, have 
been in operation for more than 
five yearE$, fly the flag of a 
Member State, are registered in 
a community port and included in 
the Community register of 
fishing ve!lels, and are to be 
transferred definitively to the 
third country concerned under 
the joint enterprhe. Ibl, 
requirement that vtttele muet 
baye been in operation for more 
than fiyt vean shall not. 
however, a'D'Dlv to veetele 
registered in a community port 
on 1 January 1991. 
3. Community financial aid granted 
for a joint enterprise project 
may not be drawn cumulatively 
with Conununi ty aid of the same 
type granted under the common 
fisheries policy, although the 
contributions from Member States 
to tbe cqmmunity financial aid 
B'D8S(if ied in Annex vii may be 
accumutated. 
PI: 145.005/fin. 
Commission text Amend!nents 
(Amendment No. 24) 
ARTICLE 1 SOLE PARAGRAPH POINT 22 
Article 2lc(2) (Regulation (BBC) No. 4028/86) 
2. The financial aid may consist ofa 2. At the choice of the applicant 
tbipowner, the financial aid may 
consist ofa 
(Amendment No. 25) 
ARTICLE 1 SOLE PARAGRAPH POINT 22 
Article 21d(2) (Regulation (EEC) No. 4028/86) 
2. Within ~ months of the 
submission of a project, the 
Commission shall decide whether 
to grant the aid referred to in 
Article 21c. This decision shall 
be notified to the beneficiaries 
and to the Member State(s) 
concerned. The other Mem):)er 
States shall be informed 
accordingly within the committee. 
2. Within 
.E!.2. months of the 
submission of a project, the 
Commission shall decide whether 
to grant the aid referred to in 
Article 21c. This decision shall 
be notified to the beneficiaries 
and to the ~r State(s) 
concerned. The other Member 
States shall be informed 
accordin9ly within the 
committee. 
(Amendment No. 26) 
ARTICLE 1 SOLE PARAGRAPH POINT 22 
Article 21d, paragraph 3 (Regulation (EEC) No. 4028/86) 
3. For each project qualifying for 
the financial aid referred to in 
Article 21b, the beneficiary or 
beneficiaries shall forward to 
the Commission and to the Member 
State(s) concerned a periodic 
report on the activities of the 
joint enterprise. once a year 
within the Committee, the 
Commission shall present a 
general report on the 
implementation of the projects 
qualifying for financial aid. 
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3. For each project qualifying for 
the financial aid referred to in 
Article 21b, the beneficiary or 
beneficiaries shall forward to 
the commission and to the Member 
State(s) concerned a periodic 
report on the fishing activities 
of the joint enterprise. once a 
year within the Committee, the 
Commission shall present a 
general report on the 
implementation of the projects 
qualifying for financial aid. 
PE 145.005/fin. 
(Amendment No. 27) 
ARTICLE 1 SOLE PARAGRAPH POINT 22 
Article 21d(4a)(new) (Regulation (EEC) No. 4028/86) 
a, The eommittion, in aasociation 
with tht national authoritiee of 
th9 Member States, shall adopt 
the necessary provisions to 
ensure that aid is in fact 
received by the beneficiaries 
within a maximum period of three 
months from the date on which a 
final decision was t&ken to 
grant it, or on which the 
required supporting documents 
were submitted. 
(Amendment No. 28) 
ARTICLE 1 SOLE PARAGRAPH POINT 23 
Article 24(1)(b) (Regulation (BEC) No. 4028/86) 
(b) the definitive transfer of the 
vessel concerntd to a third 
country, inaofar at thit 
transfer is not liable to 
undermine internat~onal 
conservation regulations and the 
management of filherv resourc;ea 1 
Q!:. 
(b) the definitive transfer of the 
vtaatl concerned to a third 
country, 
(Amendment No. 29) 
ARTICLE 1 SOLE PARAGRAPH POINT 25a (new) 
Article 26(4) (Regulation (EEC) No. 4028/86) 
4. The eligibility of expenditure on 
the granting of final cessation 
premiums shall be subject to the 
limits shown in Annex v. 
DOC_EN\RR\99639 
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4. The eligibility of expenditure 
on the granting of final 
cesaation premiums shall be 
subject to the limita shown in 
Annex v. 
The preroium for scrapping shall 
alwaY' be at least double the 
amount of the premium for 
definitive trantfer to a third 
country or aesignment to 
purpotes other than fishing. 
PE 145.005/fin. 
Commission text A!nendments 
(Amendment No. 30) 
ARTICLE 1 SOLE PARAGRAPH POINT 29 
Article 29(1) (Regulation (EEC) No. 4028/86) 
1. The Commission may grant 
Community financial aid for 
projects to promote the 
consumption of fishery products 
derived from surplus or 
underfished species, and for 
aquaculture products which, by 
virtue of their rapid growth, 
pose problems of disposal on the 
Community market. 
1. The Commission shall grant 
Community financial aid for 
approved projects to promote the 
consumption of fresh or 
processed fishery products 
derived from surplus or 
underfished species, and for 
products derived from 
aquaculture which, by virtue of 
their rapid g~owth, pose 
problema of disposal on the 
Community market. 
(Amendment No. 31) 
ARTICLE 1 SOLE PARAGRAPH POINT 30 
Article 40(2) (Regulation (EEC) No. 4028/86) 
2. The estimated sums required for 
implementation of the measure 
provided for in this Regulation 
shall be determined by the budget 
authority in respect of each 
budget year within the framework 
of financial estimates in force. 
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2. The estimated sum required for 
implementation of the measure 
provided for in this Regulation 
is 600 million ECU for the 
period between l January 1991 
ansi 31 peceml?er 1992 • 'l'he 
appropriation• required for 
implementation of the meaeures 
shall in any caee be determined 
by the budget authority in 
reepect of each budget year 
within the framework of 
financial estimates in force. 
PE 145.005/fin. 
Commission text Amendments 
(Amendment No. 32) 
Annex Ia 
Information to be included in zonal 
plans 
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Replace Annex Ia with the following; 
Definition of zones covered by 
zonal plans. 
Review of measures taken over 
the previous 3 to 5 years and 
description of current situation 
of small-scale fisheries in the 
Member State concerned, through: 
Cal description of overall fishing 
capacity of small-scale 
fisheries sector, 
( b l d@lcdption of overall fishing 
capt.city of emall-scale fishing 
vessels c:oyered by the plan, 
(cl survey and assessment of fleets 
operating in zones covered by 
the plan, 
(dl estimate of available fish 
stocks in the zone. 
Definition of needs and measures 
and means to be employed, 
through: 
Cal descriotion of strengths and 
weaknesses of small boat fleet, 
(bl estimate of ootimum fishing 
capacity of fleet covered by the 
plan in the zones concerned 
(capacity ob1ectiyeal, 
(cl estimate of number of yeeaele to 
be modernized, converted and 
rebuilt, 
(d) estimate of technical, legal and 
administrative measures and 
financial resources provided for 
implementation of plan. 
Links between the zonal plan and 
multiannual guidance programmes, 
and with specific programmes 
provided for by Regulation CEECl 
No. 4042/89. 
PE 145.005/fin. 
commission text Amendments 
(Amendment No. 32) (continued) 
(Amendment No. 33) 
Consistent with the Community 
support frameworks. 
Estimate of the reaul tinq 
fishing effort takina into 
account the pew and modernized 
capacity an4 the capacity to be 
withdraym. 
Paragra~~--1 of Annex II (Regulation CEEC) No. 4-~-~~/86_> _______ _ 
COMMUNITY AID AND FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS FROM MEMBER STATES FOR THE 
RESTRUCTURING, RENEWAL AND MODERNIZATION OF THE FISHING FLEET 
1. Vessels measuring 9 metres or less 1n length between perpendiculars or 12 
metres or less 1n the case of vessels capable of trawling: 
-· 
--
COMINIT1' PIMANC:IM. C!QIAUfiTY FINANCIAl. 
R E Ci I 0 N S AID CIDIII'liDUT ION ..... 11110111 AID a:ttn'R IIVTION FRCW UE\IIER STATII UIUIIIR STATES 
I Greect,. MI:IIU.S1a,. w.wr1a,. .. " n•1•• 
~reece, AnGIIUIII, Canarlet, &~Mt•·n !li~La 
Gaticta, Welt of scotland(t), I ,, SCO\IaftCI(I), arrondtteemen\ of Outmoer and 
arrondissement of Oul~oer and Lor tent, Ireland, Northern 
i.Orlent, Ireland, taortflern between IOanl 
-: Ireland, Uezzoolorno, 40 " between 10 and JO:l Ireland, Yezzoolorno. •o " Portutat, the Frencft Overeeae ~ortutal, tho French Overteas DeDartmen\e-and Yoneto 
~eDart-.nts and veneto 
25 I between tO .... OTMii IIGIOie II I .. tween 10 .. :lOX OTHER REGIONS 
DOCL)I:N\RR\99639 
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<Amendment No. 34) 
Paragraph 2 of Annex II (Regulation ·CEEC) No. 4028/86) 
COMMUNITY AID AND FINANCIAL CONTRIIUTIOII$ MtiJ . ..-.aR STATES FOR THE 
RESTRUCTURING, RENEWAL AND MODERNIZATION GP"tMI. FISHING FLEET 
2. Vessels measuring over 9 metres in length between· perpendiculars or over 12 
metres in the case of vessels capable of trawling but not more than 33 
metres. 
... - .. 
--
-
~ COIAIUNITY FINANCIAL 
ltGIO~'S AID CONTRIBUTION FROU 
UI .. IR STATII 
--
~ece. Andalusia, canaries, 
1cra, west of scotlanGCtl, 
·o~~•tsement of OUI•Der and 
.r 1en1. Ireland, NorUtern 
!! t:ano. WeUOQtOrftO, 31 I De&•on. to ..S HS 
;r 11.49&.1, u'" Jrencl'i Overs•~• 
'·'""' ~ ...... u '"' Veneto 
.... ITY FUWICIAL I: oCQIONI All CONTRIIUT&Otl FIIGW YIIAIIR StATIS 
Grtlci,. MdiWiia,. Carwiel,. GIUcia 
W! nf •nl.4tt Scot land( 1 i, 
irro"4•ts ... nt of Quieter ano 
~Otle~t. Ireland, NDr\n.rn 35 I Detwoen tO •• uelal'\o. -.uoo eorno, · 
Portyga 1, \fto Frenoft Overaeas 
Dtollt \fftlft\1 4ftd. Vet~ttO 
OTMII RIGIONS 20 I Mtweeft · 10 and 3CJI ltMI,_. dGIONS ao • 
.. , ... " ,~,. .. 
4 
--- --· 
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Commission text 
---------------
(Amendment No. 35) 
Annex II (Regulation (EEC) No. 4028/86) Paragraph 3 of 
COMMUNITY AID AND FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS FROM MEMBER STATES FOR TM1 
RESTRUCTURING, RENEWAL AND MODERNIZATION OF THE FISHING FLEET 
3. Vessels measuring over 33 Mtrea in le_. .:&tetwaaa perpendiculars: 
--
CCIAIUNITT FUWCIA&. 
R E C: I 0 N S - - AID CONYR I BUT ION FROY Wl\aiR STATIS 
,ce Andalusia, Canaries. cl~. west or scotland< 1>, 
,ndlssement of oua-oer and 
'ont. Ireland, Northern 
.. , ... " 10- 301 I an~. ueUOOIOtNo 2S I 
·uoal, tfte French Overseas 
a~t .. ntl anf Veneto 
:)THIR RIGIOHS 10 I ltetween 10 IIIII 301 
~ -·~-----------
CCMNHITT FUWCIAL J 
RIC IONS AIO CONTIUIUTION FAOU 
IIEVDU. STitliS 
o · Uttmpe 
~orient, Ireland, Northern 
t·reland. Me not tor no. Ill ... , ... n ....... ! 
Portutal, the French Over•••• 
O•••'' .. "'' ant veneto 
OTHIR RIGIONt 10 I ltetween son ,. I 
-N~!!iio~ ---. 
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(2) The 'North Eaat. of Scetl?Cd' 
means the·coasta1 d1sJrictt •f 
Gramoian ·Rea1on together ytSb 
tba d1strjct of AnaY• 
PE 145.005/fin. 
·I 
I 
(Amendment No. 36) 
Annex IV (Regulation CEEC> No. 4028/86) 
SCALE OF lAYING-CP PICMIWS 
TONNACE OF VESSEl 
(In gross registered 
WAXIUUW PREUIUW PER VESSIL 
CECU/day) 
tonnes) 
VESSELS lESS VESSElS W011 
THAN 10 YEARS Ol.O THAN 10 YEARS tL0 (1) (1) 
Less than 25 grt 75 50 
or 25 and less than 50 grt 150 100 
of 50 and less than 70 grt 200 150 
or 70 and less than 100 grt 300 250 
or 100 and less than 200 ort 600 ~00 
ot 200 and less than 300 grt 950 700 
or 300 and less than 500 grt 1 200 
' 000 ot 500 and less than 1000 ort 1500 1 300 
ot 1000 and less than 1500grt 2 000 1 700 
of 1500 and less tftan 2000grt 2 400 2 100 
Of 
ot 
2000 and less than 2500grt 2700 2300 
2500 and less than 3000grt 3 100 2 600 
ot 3000 ort and over 3500 3 000 
-
----· 
• ·1-
.. --
•a. alI I I 'I 
Ml OJ LAYI ............. 
UAXIUUW PREWIUW PER VESSEL 
TONNAGI OF Y£SS£t. CECU/ctar) 
(In gros• registered 
tonnea) 
VESSElS lESS VESSElS WORE 
THAN 10 YEARS Ol.O THAN 10 YEMS Ol.D (1) (1) 
L•ss U'ln 25 gr t 90 60 
Of 15 and less than SO grt 180 120 
el 10 and less than 70 grt 240 180 
of 70 and less than 100 grt 360 300 
!Of tiD and tess than 200 art 720 480 ... 
of 100 and less than 300 grt 1.140 840 
~f aoo and less than 100 lf'l 1 44'0'":. 1 zoo-· 
Of ... and less than 1000 grt 1 800 .. 1 560 -· ., 
Of , .. and tess than 1500grt 2 4oa- 2 040 ' ..... 
of •• and less than 2000gtt 2 ....... 2 520 ·. .. 
ef lilt and less than 2100grt :s 2411' 2 760~-· let 1100 and less than 3000grt 3720 :suo--· lot - or t and over 4 200""" :s 600-~- . 
f 1 I.,,.._ 418 eilfte Mtl .. f ts 
l .. ll.:tUOft to '"- ~ .... tMt deCICied fr- tfte tntr-.ct lOft Of. 
f 11 '"• •te fit tiNt .,..... Is Cleet410d ,, .. &110 ~IntrOduction or '"' ftlttOftlt "'*'• .. ,...,. .. ,. 
&DDII:atton to the C'OIINteftt national flllllftl authority. 
(Amendment No. 37) 
Part 1 of paragraph B of Annex V (Regulation CEEC) No. 4028/86) 
Essns MCASUAING ovu t MCTars IN UfCTH HtWittt ,,.,....._Ms oR 8 • "15*' IIIAIUIIt,. Ml • .,_ • .... .., ~m~~• NIHNDICULMSOR 
vrR U MITAII IN TMI CAH M ¥11111.1 CAPIIILI- ftA&fltl, OYII tl WltMt t•.,... CMI W Vlllt&.8 c.PIIII.&., ......... 
••11sels ot a tOftfta .. or less tflan tOO tt••••retlltetef tonnet; 
t~o eligible afiiOUnt Is llmltect, per veslel, to& 
VESSEL VESSEL INTENDED 
FOR PURPOSES 
.ACE OF VESSEL DUE TO OTHER THAN 
FISHING OR 
(1) BE SCRAPPED DEFINITIVELY 
TRANSFERRED TO A 
THIRD COUNTRY 
>·ears or less ECU 2 400/grt 
• ECU 30 000 
--
:~ r 10 rears but not ECU 4 000/grt ECU t 000/grt 
'" 
than to years • • ICU 10 000 ICU II 000 
·-
ICU J 000/tt l IOU t Htlttt 
·I 20 )'eltl • .. ICV 37 100 ..... 
I. YSintt Of I ...... Of lftl lllM til ttna•r .. fttef .. t0Me11 
Tl\e ellgllltle IIIIOUftt 11 llmlteCI, ,.r weseet, toa 
VESSEL VESSEL I NT ENDED 
FOil PURPOIII 
AGE OF ¥1tsaL DUE TO OTHER THM 
FISHING .. 
(1) BE SCRAPPED DEFINITIYILY 
TRANSFERRED TO A 
THIRD COUNfiY 
10 years or I ell ECU I.,.,, 
• ECUIOOOO 
Over 10 , .. ,. Dut not ICU 4 000/gr t ICU I Mlttt 
MOra ....... 10 , .. ,. • • IOU 10 000 •cv•• 
ICU I 200/tr t ICU ' 110/ttt 
...., .. ,..,. 
• • 
~·~ 
-·- ··-
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(Amendment No. 38) 
Part 2 of paragraph B of Annex V (Regulation CEEC) No. 4028/86) 
·.!::els or a tOftllate ""'I to or llltl\er Utan tOO .,.._. , .. ltt-etH 
,net wt ICP~er uuan 400 trOll ret I Uered tOIW'H a 
"'.. I I, VOl ... Cll I ............ to ., at...,. """ 1to ., ... reot1terelt 
,.,.,.. - ,.., , ... - ., ... roolalorfMI ,...,..., 
e eligible aaount Ia tlalted, per vessel, to: 
VESSEL VESSEL INTENDED 
FOR PURPOSES 
AGE OF VESSEL DUI Tl OTIIII 1lWC 
FISMUG OR 
(1) BE SCRAPPED NI'IN.ITIVILY 
TRANSFIIIED TO A 
THIRD COUN'I'RY 
VESSEL YISSIL I NTEHDID 
AGE OF VESSEL FOR PURPOSES ~TO OTHER TMAN 
FISH INC OR (1) IE ICIW'PID DIFINITIVIlY 
lfWIIf'ORD TO A 
TIURD COUNfAY 
ECU 1 I00/9"t i ears or less 
+ 
ECU tiO 000 
10 reare or •••• ICU 1 UO/trt 
+ 
ECU 110 000 
1 o :rears tM& t not Ecu 2 OOO/ort ECU 1 000/grt 
•l than 20 rears + + 
ECU 250 000 ECU 121 000 
over 10 veare but noa ICU a 000/art ECU 1 000/ort 
eore '"'" 20 rear• + + 
ECU 150 000 IC:V IH 110 
ICU t Htll'l ICV 8001ttt 
r 20 yeata • • 
ICU 111 ... IQI tOO 000 -
,..,.,, .• ...,.,, 
over 10 ,..,. 
• • 
---
ICU 100GGO 
(Amendment No. 39) 
Part 3 of Paragraph B of Annex V <Regulation CEEC) No. 4028/86) 
1, veeaele of 1 ,...,.... e.-1 \o or llltMr tMft 408, otoaa '"'"•"" 
'~·bUt lower tban 3 soo'er••• retlltered tdnneaa 
The eiltlble ..ount. 11 llalte&t, per vesiel. to& 
VIS81L VEISII. lwtiNDIO 
fOI PUIPOSIIII 
AQI OF VISIIL DUI TO. OTNIR TIWt 
,, ...... 
• (1), -~: II scUPPEI OU'.IIIITIYILY 
.......... TOA 
TIUiO ODUihY 
. 
10 years or leas ICU 800/grt 
• ICU .0 000 
ov•r 10 years tNt no~ ECU I 000/tr~ ccu 100/ort 
more tllan 20 yeare • + 
, ... ECU 810 000 ICU 321 000 
ICU JH/trt ~~ 400/trt. 
over~-, .. ,. + + 
ICU 487 M1 ICU 180 000 
---.-...--.-....... -........ '""•-· ..... -----
•, 
"'· -....•• of a ,.._.. ._, to., .,.._ ...,. 400.~.- tegtetered 
..... '*' ._... ,...,. I - .,_.., ,_,,teted tonn..t 
"'-eligible ..aunt Ia tlalted. per veaeot. to: 
-- VIISIL YIISEL INI'INDID 
FOR PUUOIII 
AGI OF VISSIL DUE TO OTHER TMAN 
FISHING OR 
(1) BE ICIAPPED DEFINITIVELY 
TRANSFERRED TO A 
THIRD COUNTRY 
,_ r,teri or leta ECU 800/ort 
+ 
ICU 390 000 
..,. •o reare wt not ICU 1 000/grt ECU 100/grt 
.aft than 10 reara • + ICU IN 000 ECU 311 000 
ICU .,.,, ICU 4'10/or t 
.... ,..r. • • acu sao· a ICV leO 000 
·- 25 - PE 145.005/fin. 
<Amendment No. 40> 
Part 4 of paragraph B of Annex V (Regulation CEEC) No. 4028/86) 
....... -......... . .......... ~~~- . 
1V. ve .. ets of(•· &OMI .. ocaul to or,.,....,. ttt~~~tl ... ., ... , .. ,.._e.,--,.;~.-.. .. Of· .............. ~fiiiMt~Mtf ''*' IIOI~ ... , .... ,~rea 
tOMeS: . ·· .,..... . 
i 
I 
The eligible amount Is llatted. per vessel. to1 Tho etl~lble amount Is ll•ltea. per vessel, to 1 
YISSEL YISSIL ltefiNDIO 
. FOR PURPOIIS 
ACE OF VESSEL DUE TO OTHU THAN 
(1) FISHING oa. BE SCRAPPED OIFINITIYILY 
TRANSFEIIII .. A . 
TH IRO aauNOY 
VISSEL VISSEL ti(TINDU 
.. . 
FOR PURPOSES AU OF VISSIL DUI TO OTHIIl 111AN 
(1) FISHINCI· 01 81 SCRAPPED DEFINITIVELY 
TRANSFIIIED TO A 
TH I 10 CDUNTIT 
10 years or less ICU ..0/Gf\ 
• 
·_..tears or 111e ECU .eaO/ort 
ICU 810 010 • ECU 810 000 
Over 10 years but not ECU 800/trt ECU 400/tf\ 
more than 10 years • • ICU 1 310 000 ECU 811 Gil 
ower 10 years but not ECU 800/grt ECU 400/grt 
_.. than 20 yean 
• • ECU 1 310 000 leu 111 ooo 
ICU 800/ttl -...,.,. Over at ,..,., 
• • ICUa 011- ..... 
.., .. , ..... ECU640 grt ICU JIO/grt 
• • ....... 
---
( Ainendment NO. 41 ) 
Paragraph 1 of Annex VI <Regu_L.ation CEEC) No. 4028/86) 
.. .. ~. OIL- . \l 
C o m m .u n i t y aid and F t n a n c t a 1 
Contributions f~ ~r States toP 
Port Facilities 
1 • Mezzog1 orno, Ire 1 and, Northam 
Ireland, .Qreeee, arrondissements 
of Quimper and Lori~nt, Portugal, 
Fl-ench Qverseas Departments, 
G.a11c1a, the provinces of GY'enada 
and Huelva and Veneto 
... 
........ 
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. :;:. .• ~ .•• ·l· ...... 
l.t · .-Mezzogiorno, Ireland, Northern 
~· ·trei and,· Greece,· arrondissements 
of Q.u1mper and Lorient, West of . 
Scotlan.d (lt, Portugal, French 
Overseas Departments, Ga1 icia, 
the provinces of Grenada and 
Huelva and Veneto 
( 1) The. 'West of Seotl and' means 
. Qymfr1es and Ga 11 oway, the 
Westtrn Isles, OrkneY. and 
Shetland toaether with the 
districts of ~aithness, 
Sutbttland, Rots and Cromartx, 
· Skxe and Locha1sh, Lochaber. 
Argyll and lute, Cunn 1 nqhame 
klt .. tPsl Carrick • 
PE 145.005/fin. 
<Amendment No. 42) 
Annex VII <Regulation (EEC) No. 4028/86) 
Da1t~te OM word in the title 
...... 01 ....... ,., AlD N1 ..OtNT lld'IUtllftt 
--
-----.,.----------·--··--·---------.,--------,--·--·· .. ___ _ 
''f Of' VESSEl. 
J Is to red lonftel) ...,.. ___ ,.._Jt.t:fl OF YESstl. 
(1) 
IMIIU&AI ~ PIR CATIGCAY M YIISIL 
(CfOII'f801S&*red t~l) 
_____ I 
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ACI 01' YISSIL (1) 
PE 145.005/ fin. 
IWl lt.IW MIOUNT PER 
DRAFT LEGISLATIVE IISOLQTION 
embodying the opinion of the Buropean Parliament 
on the commission proposal for a Council regulation amending 
Regulation (EEC) No. 4028/86 on community measures to 
improve and adapt structures in the fisheries and aquaculture sectors 
The European Parliament, 
having regard to the Commission proposal to the council 
(COM(90) 358 final) 1 , 
having been consulted by the Council pursuant to Article 43 of the BBC 
Treaty (C3-0306j90), 
having regard to the report of the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and 
Rural Development and the opinion of the Committee on Budgets 
(A3-0320j90), 
1. Approves the Commission proposal subject to Parliament"• amendments and in 
accordance with the vote thereon; 
2. Calls on the Council to notify Parliament should it intend to depart from 
the text approved by Parliament; 
3. Asks to be consulted again should the Council intend to make aubstantial 
modifications to the text approved by Parliament1 
4. Instructs its President to forward this opinion to the council and 
Commission. 
1oJ No. c 243, 28.9.1990, p.6 
DOC_EN\RR\99639 
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B 
EXPLA.NATORY S'l'A'l'IMBNT 
INTRODUCTION 
The council first decided to embark on a structural policy for adjuating 
capacity and improving productivity in the fiaheries sector on the basis of 
its resolution of 25 January 1983 2 • In October 1983 the Council adopted 
Regulations (EEC) Nos. 2908/83 and 2909/83 and Directive 83/515/EEC3 laying 
down the structural policy in the fisheries sector. 
Up to the creation of this structural policy the Community had financed 
individual projects, especially projects aimed at regions facing particular 
development problems. Since 1983 structural policy has been based on the 
following elements: 
1. the concept of mul tiannual guidance proarammes as a neceasary framework 
for the implementation of projects, designed to give greater coherence to 
individual projects and help ensure that the objectives envisaged in the 
structural policy might be attained. 
2. the proiects covered by the programme involve: 
(a) the purchase or construction of new fishing vessels and the 
modernization or conversion of operational vessels, 
(b) the construction, equipment or modernization of installation& for the 
rearing of fish, crustaceans or molluscs, 
(c) the construction of artificial structure& to facilitate the restocking 
of Mediterranean coastal areas; 
3. the restriction of EAGGF Guidance Section aid for projects listed in 
paragraph 2(a) above to vessels between nine and 33 metres in length; 
4. the creation of a scheme to promote exploratory fishing and cooperation in 
the fisheries sector through ioint ventures: 
(a) exploratory fishing voyagea are defined as voyages aimed at: 
catching and marketing certain species previoualy underfished or 
prospecting special areas (up to 200 nautical milea off the coasts 
of Member States), s 
in respect of other areas, catching and marketing apecie which have 
not traditionally been fished by ve88els flying the flag of a 
Member State or prospecting new fishing grounds, 
2oJ No. c 28, 3.3.1983 
3oJ No. L 290, 22.10.1983 
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(b) joint fishing ventura• are defined as ventures aet up in the form of 
contractual associa tiona or companies with ahara capital, between 
natural or legal parsons from the Community and natural or legal 
parsons from a third country on the Mediterranean or West African 
coast, for the purpose of jointly exploiting the fishing resources of 
that country; 
s. the creation of a system of financial aid for: 
(a) measures relating to the temporary reduction of production capacity 
carried out by means of the temporary laying-up of vessels which are 
18 metres or more in length and which were commissioned after 
1 January 1958, 
(b) measures relating to the permantnt reduqtion of production capacity, 
covering vassals which are 12 metres or more in length and carried out 
by means of scrapping, definitive transfer to a third country or, in 
community waters, assignment to purposes other than fishing. 
The anticipated cost to the community budget of these measures was as follows: 
(a) exploratory fishing 11 m ECU 
(b) joint ventures 7 m ECU 
(c) temporary reduction 60 m ECU 
(d) permanent reduction 46 m ECU 
(e) conversion, modernization and 
aquaculture 230 m ECU 
TOTAL 354 m ECU 
The incorporation of Spain and Portugal haa made the Community one of the 
'superpowers' of world fisheries, alongaide Japan and the USSR. Thia was one 
of the main reasons for the reviaion of existing legislation, which culminated 
in the adoption, on 31 December 1986, of Regulation (DC) No. 4028/86 on 
Community measures to improve and adapt structures in the fisheries and 
aquaculture sector, on which Parliament delivered an opinion in the Battersby 
report 4 • 
The measures envisaged in Regulation CBIC> No. 4028/86 are as follows: 
(a) the restructuring, renewal and modernization of the fishing fleet, 
relating to vessels measuring not leas than 9 metres in length, or 12 .atrea 
in the case of trawlers (efforts to bring about the withdrawal of the 33 metre 
limit proposed by the Commission were successful); 
(b) the development of aquaculture through invtstment in the construction, 
equipment, modernization or extension of installations, measures to protect 
and make fuller use of coastal marine areas by installing, not deeper than the 
50 metre isobath, fixed or movable structures for the delimitation of 
protected areas and for the protection or development of fishery resources; 
4ooc. A2-40f86, OJ no. c 148, 16.6.1986 
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(c) the promotion of exploratory fishing, defined as a fishing operation 
carried out for commercial purposes in a given area with a view to assessing 
the profitability of regular, long-term exploitation of the fishery resources 
in that area (covering vessels measuring 18 metres or more in length); 
(d) the promotion of joint ventures. The amount of the planned cooperation 
premium is 40 ECUjgrt per period of three consecutive months. Payment of the 
premium is conditional on the payment of an identical premium by the Member 
State concerned; 
(e) the adjustment of capacities. Provision is made for a premium for the 
laying-up or permanent withdrawal of certain fishing vessels. Temporary 
withdrawal is envisaged for vessels measuring 18 metres or more in length, 
premiums being fixed in Annex IV on the basis of the vessel's tonnage and the 
number of additional days laid up. Permanent withdrawal is carried out 
through scrapping, definitive transfer to a third country or the definitive 
assignment of the vessel to purposes other than fishing in Community waters, 
the premium being granted to Community vessels measuring 12 metres or more in 
length and fixed at a standard rate on the basis of the vesael'a tonnage; 
(f) facilities at fishing porta; 
(g) market research: the commission may grant financial aid for projects to 
promote the consumption of fish products derived from surplus or underfished 
species. 
The Regulation was to remain in force for a period of ten years from 1 January 
1987. The total funding earmarked for the period from 1987 to 1991 amounts to 
800 m ECU, being increased by 30 m BCU in the 1991 budget to cover coats 
arising from German unification. 
II. CONTENT OF THE PROPQSAL 
At the Fisheries Council meeting of 19 December 1989 the Commission undertook 
to draw up a proposal amending Regulation (BBC) No. 4028/86, paying particular 
attention to those aspects whose development during the two years of 
implementation had failed to match up to the desired objectives. It was 
decided to extend the structural policy to a significant section of the 
community fleet - the small-sc§lt fleet - which was not covered hitherto and 
which was therefore excluded from the community aid system (save the 
exceptions provided for in Article 51 of Regulation (EEC) No. 4028/86). 
Parliament has already called for the reform of !te9Ulation No. 4028/86 with 
regard to vessels measuring less than nine metres in len9th in the Garcia 
report on sm,i.ll-acale fisheries 5 • '' 
The proposal contains a definition of the !mill-scale fisheries sector, which 
is taken to comprise vessels meeting the following conditions: 
5 Doc. A2-271j88, OJ No. 47, 20.2.1989 
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(a) a length of less than nine metres between perpendiculars (extended to 12 
metres in the case of vessels capable of trawling); 
(b) an operating range limited to coastal waters within six miles from the 
baselines; 
(c) a trip time of less than 24 hours; 
(d) a crew of no more than five; 
(e) inclusion in the Community register of fishing vessels. 
Provision is made for small-scale fishing vessels in Titles II (aid for 
construction), III (aid for modernization) and VII (adjustment of capacities). 
Provision is further made for the drawing-up by the Member States and the 
approval by the commission of zonal guidance plane for the small-scale 
fisheries sector at national level. 
With regard to existing measures, the following modification• are proposed: 
1. in connection with exploratory fishing, the range of projects eligible for 
Community financial aid has been modified to exclude waters falling within the 
jurisdiction of a third country with which the Community has concluded or is 
negotiating a fisheries agreement, a clause has been added stipulating a 
maximum duration of 220 days for such voyages (Regulation No. 4028/86 merely 
laid down a minimum of 60 days), the Commission is to determine periodically 
guidelines on the objectives to be followed and the amounts of incentive 
premiums have been increased from 20 to 40\ of the eligible cost; 
2. ioint venturesa the cooperation premium has been increased to make small 
boats eligible for aid, the minimum length between perpendiculars is set at 12 
metres and fishing operations must last a minimum of one year; 
3. adiustrnent of qapaqitie11 aid towardt permanent cettation premiumt hat been 
increased: the Community will reimburte SOt of the eligible cott and 70\ in 
the case of scrapping. 
The following new measures are proposed1 
1. redeployment operations, meaning any tithing operation carried out for 
commercial purposes in a given area with a view to the exploitation of fishery 
resources, primary consideration being given to the supply of the coaaunity 
market. Financial aid will be granted to operations carried out in waters 
falling within the jurisdiction of a third country with which the Community 
maintains relations (but has not concluded a fisheriet agreement) or in water• 
falling within thu jurisdiction of a Kember State, provided that the 
operations concerned do not involve the catching of species subject to a 
quota. The duration of voyages is the same as for exploratory fishing, 
vessels must measure at least 12 metres in length and operations must take 
account of the aims periodically laid down by the Commistion, 
2. ioint enterprises. This measure is designed to facilitate the setting-up 
of companies between Community shipowners and one or more partners from a 
third country for the purpose of exploiting the fishery resources in waters 
falling within the jurisdiction of third countries. To qualify for the 
planned aid, vessels must measure more than 12 metres in length, be registered 
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in a Community port, fly the flag of a Member State and have been in operation 
for more than five years. Financial aid may consist of a capital subsidy, a 
reduction in the rate of interest charged on loans andjor a capital 
contribution towards the formation of guarantee funds for loans contracted for 
the implementation of the joint enterprise in question. Payment of the 
Community aid is conditional on payment by the Member State of a premium 
representing between 20 and 50\ of the Community contribution. 
III. ASSESSMENT OF THE PROPOSAL 
The rapporteur of the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Rural 
Development, 
1. Takes a favourable view of the proposal submitted by the Commission, in 
particular as regards the inclusion of small-scale fishing and the 
incorporation of new elements such as joint enterprises and redeployment 
operations into the structural policy for the fisheries sector; 
2. Expresses concern at the lack of clarity regarding the necessa'ry financial 
cover for the planned aid, which will be left to the annual budget 
discussions instead of being included in the budgetary framework of the 
financial perspective as ought to be the case, especially in view of the 
latter's imminent revision, 
3. Is concerned at the Commission's failure to give even a general indication 
in its proposal of the additional budgetary requirements arising from the 
new measures up to 1996, particularly since the original Article 40(2) of 
Regulation No. 4028/86 refers to an estimated expenditure for the period 
from 1987 to 1991 of 800 m ECU; considers that an assessment of the 
proposal's financial impact should be drawn up, without prejudice to the 
budgetary authority's right to fix the necessary appropriations; 
4. Regrets that the accompanying statement of the proposal's impact on 
competitiveness and employment is formulized and devoid of content, thus 
hindering a rational assessment of the proposal's repercussions even 
though the statement itself highlights 'the potential effects of the 
measures on employment' and the need to take appropriate action; 
5. Takes a very positive view of the planned aid for the creation of joint 
enterprises but points out that such aid must not be the primary and 
priority objective of the common fisheries policy but a secondary and 
complementary measure, and that it is therefore important not to lose 
sight of the need to renew existing and conclude new fisheries agreements 
with third countries as a basic means of enabling the Community fishing 
fleet to survive; 
6. Considers that, as the regulation evolves, tariff incentives should be 
granted for fishery products from vessels belonging to joint enterprises, 
at least in the case of species not caught by the Community fleet in 
sufficient quantities to supply processors, since it would be absurd to 
refuse such incentives to joint enterprises while at the same time fixing 
independent tariff quotas each year to supply industry with fishery 
products originating in third countries, without gaining anything in 
return; 
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7. Reminds the Commission, in connection with paragraph 5, of the serious 
problems facing the Community freezer fishing fleet and the need to speed 
up the conclusion of fisheries agreements with countries such as Namibia, 
Argentina and Chile; 
a. Considers the aid specified in the annexes 
particularly in the case of laying-up pramiwu, 
modified since their introduction; 
to be insufficient, 
which have not bean 
9. Expresses concern at the fact that the proposed reform makes no provision 
for the role of producers' organizations; considers that developing the 
common fisheries policy requires producers' organizations to be 
strengthened with regard not only to policy on markets but also to 
structural policy and policy on resources, and that in future they should 
be given a more relevant role in the drawing-up of multiannual guidance 
and zonal plans, as well as in the management of the planned aid; 
10. Expresses concern at the lengthy delays in both the aid procedure at 
Community level and the subsequent payment of aid to the final 
beneficiaries, and expresses the wish that new mechanisms be speedily set 
up, in cooperation with the Member States, to ensure that the lapse of 
time before aid is paid out is reduced, particularly in view of the 
manifold financial difficulties confronting the sector; 
ll. Considers that the age of Community vessels should not constitute a 
criterion for determining their eligibility for aid, given the situation 
in the Community freezer fleet, where financial problems are more acute 
in the case of newly built vessels on which loans are still being repaid, 
with the result that such vessels are more in need of the joint 
enterprise scheme than older vessels on which loans have already been 
repaid and which do not therefore pose a financial burden; 
12. Expresses concern at the proposed limits by which the small-scale fleet 
is to be defined and which should be made considerably more flexible, 
without prejudice to the power of the Member States to make adjustments 
when drawing up their respective zonal plana. 
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ANNEX 
Motion for a resolution (B3-0885f90) by Mr BANDRES MOLBT, pursuant to Rule 63 
of the Rules of Procedure, on fishing activities 
The European Parliament, 
A. whereas the Community frozen fish industry, especially that based in 
Galicia and the Basque Country, needs appropriate measures to be taken tc 
maintain the level of employment in the fishery sector, 
1. Calls on the Commission to draw up a new plan for the development of 
fisheries in distant seas, laying down the limits of present and 
alternative fishing-grounds and the preservation of fish reserves and 
species and entering into the appropriate negotiations with sovereign 
countries on the zonas to be fished; 
2. Calls on the Commission to advocate the amending of community legislation 
in order to facilitate correct application of the mechanisms governing the 
sector, and to offer greater safeguards for frozen fishery products, 
3. Calls on the commission to introduce Community aid for the development of 
the storage and processing of frozen fiah7 
4. Calls on the Commission to promote the commercial expansion of frozen fish 
products by organizing campaigns to encourage their consumption; 
5. Requests that the Commission should promote support measures and 
incentives to extend cover of the social costa which may arise from the 
restructuring of the frozen fish sector; 
6. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Commission and 
Council. 
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OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE ON BUDGBTS 
Letter from Thomas von der VRING, chairman of the committee on Budgets, to 
Juan Luis COLINO SALAMANCA, chairman of the committee on Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Rural Development 
Subject: 
Brussels, 8 November 1990 
Opinion of the Committee on Budgets on a proposal for a Council 
regulation on Community measures to improve and adapt structures in 
the fisheries and aquaculture sector 
(COM(90) 358 final - C3-0306j90) 
Dear Mr Colina Salamanca, 
At its meeting of 7 November 1990, the Committee on Budgets considered the 
above proposal. 
After examining its substance and financial implications, the committee 
decided to deliver a favourable opinion on thia proposal. 
(closing formula and signature) 
The following Members were present at the vote: von dar Vring (chairman); 
Arias canete, Goedmakers, Langes, Lo Giudice, Kellett-Bowman, Marques Mendes, 
Miranda da Silva, Theato and Wynn 
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